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possible to use Pyspark with Azure CosmosDB-Table API Is it
possible to use Pyspark with Azure CosmosDB-Table API, or is it
only for the DocumentDB API? A: There is a quickstart with Spark
on CosmosDB as well. You can use the CosmosDB-Spark SDK,
which is actually CosmosDB-SQL API. The CosmosDB-SQL API
works with DocumentDB and you can use the SQL API with this
SDK to access data in CosmosDB as well. You can also have a look at
CosmosDB-Spark. A: Spark doesn't directly support CosmosDBTable API. However, Spark supports DocumentDB. So, you can take
advantage of CosmosDB SDK and use DocumentDB as an underlying
storage. In fact, CosmosDB-SQL API itself is the DocumentDB API.
Besides, I've checked CosmosDB-Spark at CosmosDB-Spark is not
built on CosmosDB SDK at all. A: Spark doesn't support CosmosDBTable API. You can use DocumentDB as the underlying storage, the
Cassandra APIs can be used to create table and query the data in
DocumentDB. Usefulness of myocardial scintigraphy with
indium-111-antimony-antimony-colloid in the diagnosis of ischemic
heart disease in the elderly. Cardiac scintigraphy with
indium-111-antimony-
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file.Fantasy Football Prospect of the Week: Tyreek Hill When Tyreek Hill was forced to leave the game with a fractured ankle
against the Buffalo Bills, it looked like fantasy owners were left in a situation of utter panic. After an impressive rookie
campaign in 2014, the third-year pro out of West Alabama was able to put up better numbers in a more difficult situation in
2015. His touchdown totals were good for ninth among receivers, and his 2,430 yards from scrimmage ranked 10th, but it was
his 19.4 points per game that truly stood out. Those numbers put him in a tie for second among all rookies, behind only
Oklahoma's Dede Westbrook. With his numbers on the rise, the former Kansas State star, who was the fifth overall pick in the
2016 draft, looked like he was a lock for All-Pro honors in 2017. During a Week 8 matchup against the Baltimore Ravens, that
idea was dashed. Hill suffered a knee injury and was forced out of the game. Afterward, the NFL's leading 4bc0debe42
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